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Cross-Corpus Speech Emotion Recognition Based
on Few-Shot Learning and Domain Adaptation

Youngdo Ahn , Student Member, IEEE, Sung Joo Lee, and Jong Won Shin , Member, IEEE

Abstract—Within a single speech emotion corpus, deep neu-
ral networks have shown decent performance in speech emotion
recognition. However, the performance of the emotion recognition
based on data-driven learning methods degrades significantly for
the cross-corpus scenario. To relieve this issue without any labeled
samples from the target domain, we propose a cross-corpus speech
emotion recognition based on few-shot learning and unsupervised
domain adaptation, which is trained to learn the class (emotion)
similarity from the source domain samples adapted to the target
domain. In addition, we utilize multiple corpora in training to
enhance the robustness of the emotion recognition to the unseen
samples. Experiments on emotional speech corpora with three dif-
ferent languages showed that the proposed method outperformed
other approaches.

Index Terms—Cross-corpus, cross-lingual, few-shot learning,
speech emotion recognition, unsupervised domain adaptation.

I. INTRODUCTION

D EEP learning-based speech emotion recognition
(SER) [1]–[13] has gained much attention. Many

factors including cultures [14], dialects [15], genders [16], and
speakers [17] affect how emotions are expressed in speech. Since
one emotional speech corpus cannot accommodate variabilities
in all of these factors, an SER model trained with a single
emotional speech corpus often shows very low performance in
the cross-corpus scenarios, i.e., when another corpus is used for
the test. To relieve this issue without any labeled samples from
the target domain, various approaches have been introduced.
In [18], four different normalization methods on acoustic
features were investigated to cope with high variability among
corpora. For the same purpose, unsupervised domain adaptation
(UDA) techniques were proposed [19]–[24]. [19]–[21] exploited
auto-encoders (AEs) to learn new representation for source
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and target domain samples. In [22]–[24], adversarial training is
adopted to obtain domain-indistinguishable representations.

As the number of speech emotion corpora continuously in-
creases in virtue of crowd-sourcing platforms, [25] aggregated
many emotional speech corpora to train an SER model that
embraces many emotional factors.

Meanwhile, [26] and [27] utilized a huge speech corpus
without emotional labels (over 200 hours) in addition to a
labeled emotional speech corpus to construct discriminative
latent features for unseen speakers with AEs. To strengthen the
discriminability of the latent features, they adopted multi-task
learning for emotional attributes (arousal and valence) and emo-
tion indirect labels (gender and speaker).

As an alternative approach to generalize a classifier for unseen
samples, metric-based few-shot learning (FSL) [28]–[31] is an
attractive method to identify emotional classes in new corpora
with few labeled samples. In FSL, a model is trained to predict
the class similarities by comparing the unlabeled samples with
few labeled samples, instead of learning the relationship be-
tween features and class labels which easily causes over-fitting.
Because we do not have many labeled samples from the target
domain in the cross-corpus emotion recognition and not all of the
variabilities in the speeches and the recording environments can
be covered in the source domain database, we expect that FSL
may be suitable to relieve the difficulties in the cross-corpus
SER. Recently, FSL was utilized on speaker recognition [32]
and sound event detection [33]–[36]. Still, to the best of our
knowledge, FSL has not been adopted for SER.

In this letter, we propose a cross-corpus SER based on few-
shot learning and unsupervised domain adaptation (FLUDA),
which is trained to learn the class (emotion) similarity from
the source domain samples adapted to the target domain. Also,
we include additional emotional database in training as in [24],
[25] to enhance the robustness of the emotion recognition to the
unseen samples. Experimental results show that FLUDA outper-
forms other approaches in cross-corpus scenarios on emotional
speech corpora with three different languages.

II. FEW-SHOT LEARNING AND UNSUPERVISED DOMAIN

ADAPTATION FOR SPEECH EMOTION RECOGNITION

We propose to adopt FSL for cross-corpus SER, which may
be effective when the size of the database with emotional labels
is limited. We also propose to employ UDA to extract domain-
independent emotional features. Overall block diagram is shown
in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Overall block diagram for the proposed speech emotion recognition
system. The query set Q is from the source corpus (QS ) in the training phase
and from the target corpus (QT ) in the test phase. The support set S consists of
samples from the source corpus in both of the phases for the proposed method
(FLUDA). The shaded part is only used in the training phase of FLUDA to guide
the embedding module F to produce domain-indistinguishable features.

A. Few-Shot Learning

Generally, FSL [30] is used as a solution when we have few
labeled samples from novel target classes. A set of these samples
is denoted as target support set ST . If ST contains K labeled
examples for each of C classes, the few-shot scenario is called
C-way K-shot. To predict class labels with very limited labeled
samples, the episodic training [28] is proposed for FSL. For
each episode which is an iteration of training, C classes are
randomly selected from many classes in the training set, each of
which has many labeled samples. Then K labeled samples are
randomly selected from the training set for each class, which
constructs the source support set from the classes in the train-
ing data, SS = {xi}Ci=1, where xi = {xi,1, xi,2, . . ., xi,K}. The
query set QS = {xj}nj=1 is also formed by randomly selecting
n labeled samples in the training data. Input features from both
the support set and the query set are transformed into embedded
features through an embedding module F . As shown in Fig. 1,
the embedded features for the K samples for each of the C
classes in support set S are averaged to fi, i = 1, . . ., C, and
then the class similarity scores between the embedded feature
for a query in the query set Q and fi’s are computed by a
metric module G, for which we can define the ground truth
as one-hot vectors. The F and G are optimized to predict class
similarity for each episode. AsG is designed to compute the class
similarity between embedded features rather than to estimate the
class labels for the embedded features, F and G may be able
to evaluate the class similarity between the embedded feature
for the unknown query from one of the novel classes in the
target domain, QT , and the embedded features for the support
set with class labels from the novel classes, ST . Among many
architectures for FSL, we have adopted the one in [30] which
calculates the class similarity using neural networks.

B. Few-Shot Learning and Unsupervised Domain
Adaptation for Speech Emotion Recognition

In the cross-corpus SER, the set of class labels are the same
in both the source and target domains as neutral, happy, sad,
and angry, but the ways that those emotions are expressed in
different corpora may be significantly different while the number
of labeled samples in the target domain is limited. FSL is shown
to generalize well to the novel classes, and therefore it may gen-
eralize well to the same emotional classes in the target domain.

In FSL, the model learns to compare the given query with the
samples in the support set instead of learning the mapping from
the features to the class labels, which may be desirable for the
cross-corpus SER. In the episodic training, all the 4 emotional
classes are selected every time, but in random order. FSL trains
F and G using a labeled query set QS and a support set SS from
the source domain, and estimates the class label for a query
QT from the target domain using a certain support set S in the
test phase. In this letter, we have applied FSL to SER in a few
different ways. Regarding S in the test phase, a straightforward
choice is to use the labeled samples in the target domain, ST ,
denoted as FSL with target samples (FSLT). While FSLT fully
utilizes the labeled samples in the target domain, those labeled
samples may not represent the whole target corpus if the number
of labeled samples in the target domain is not large enough. The
second approach is to use samples from the source domain as the
support set in the test phase, denoted as pseudo-FSL (pFSL) as
it does not utilize any samples from the target domain. Although
the distributions for the source and target domain features would
differ significantly, we can use multiple support sets randomly
selected from source domain for a given query so that the
resultant class similarity vectors are averaged to produce more
reliable results. The structures of the SER systems for FSLT and
pFSL are the same as that in Fig. 1 except the shaded area. The
only difference between them is whether to use SS or ST in the
test phase.1 Lastly, to circumvent the difficulties in two methods,
we propose a cross-corpus SER based on few-shot learning
and unsupervised domain adaptation (FLUDA). In FLUDA, any
labeled sample from the target domain is not needed and source
domain samples construct the support set in the test phase as
in pFSL, but the embedding module F is trained to produce
domain-indistinguishable features via UDA. As shown in Fig. 1,
the proposed FLUDA consists of three neural networks, F , G
and H . The embedding module F produces embedded features
for the samples in the support set, query set, and a set of unla-
beled target domain samples denoted as U . U is constructed by
selecting m samples from the target corpus randomly, and used
only for the adversarial training of F and H . The metric module
G takes the averages for the embedded features corresponding
to the K shots in each of the 4 classes, f1, f2, f3, and f4, along
with the feature for the query, fj , and computes the similarity
of fj to f1, f2, f3, and f4, ŝj = {ŝ1,j , ŝ2,j , ŝ3,j ŝ4,j}. The loss
for the similarity prediction for the j-th sample in the query set
is given as a cross-entropy:

Lj
s(F,G) = −

4∑
i=1

si,j log(ŝi,j). (1)

where si,j is 1 if fj is a feature for the sample in class i and
0 otherwise. In the meanwhile, the auxiliary module H , which
does not operate in the test phase, works as a discriminator in the
domain adversarial neural network (DANN) [37]. In the DANN
which is a specific method for UDA, adversarial training [37]
is applied to F and G in which H attempts to distinguish if f
is from the source domain or the target domain while F tries to
produce f to be a domain-independent feature. The loss for the

1Separate block diagrams for training and test phases for FSLT, pFSL, and
FLUDA are available at https://github.com/dori2063/FLUDA.
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TABLE I
KEY INFORMATION ON THE EMPLOYED SPEECH EMOTION CORPORA FOR

CROSS-CORPUS SPEECH EMOTION RECOGNITION

domain classification for xj is given as [37]:

Lj
d(F,H) = dj log

1

H(F (xj))
+ (1− dj) log

1

1−H(F (xj))
(2)

where dj is 0 if xj is from QS and 1 if it is from U . The final
objective function for FLUDA is given by

E(F,G,H) =
1

n

n∑
j=1

Lj
s(F,G)

− λ

(
1

n

n∑
j=1

Lj
d(F,H) +

1

m

m∑
t=1

Lt
d(F,H)

)
,

(3)

where λ is a parameter to control relative weights for two loss
functions and n and m are the sizes of QS and U in that episode.
In the test phase, the class similarity vectors for a given query
QT are computed with 5 different support sets using trained F
and G, and then averaged to determine the final emotional class.
The same procedure is applied to pFSL, while only one support
set is used for a given query in FSLT assuming that only a limited
number of labeled target domain samples are available.

III. EXPERIMENTS

A. Experimental Design and Cross-Validation Settings

In our experiments, we have employed 5 different emo-
tional speech corpora in three different languages. Two English
corpora, IEMOCAP (IEM) [38] and CREMA-D (CR) [39]
were used as source corpora, while MSP-IMPROV (MSP, En-
glish) [40], EMO-DB (EMO, German) [41], or Korean Multi-
modal Emotion Dataset (KME, Korean) [42] was utilized as a
target corpus, respectively. Within each corpus, we considered
4 categorical emotions including neutral, happy, sad, and angry.
The specifications on the corpora are summarized in Table I.

We have compared the performance of the SER for the pro-
posed FLUDA with those for FSLT, pFSL, and our implemen-
tation of the DANN [22] modified for 4 emotion classification
and those reported in the papers. As benchmarks, we have also
provided the performance for the within-corpus SER in which
the models were trained with the target corpus, and that for the
out-of-corpus SER in which the model trained for the source cor-
pus was directly applied to the target corpora. For within-corpus
SER, cross-validation (CV) was conducted with different set-
tings for each corpus. For MSP, 12-fold leave-one-speaker-out
CV was conducted, i.e., 5 sessions.2 from 10 speakers were used
for the training, utterances from one speaker in the last session
were used for the validation, and the last speaker’s speech was

2IEM and MSP contain 5 and 6 dyadic conversation sessions [38], [40]

used for the test. For EMO, 10-fold leave-one-speaker-out CV
was performed in a similar way except the training data consists
of speech from eight speakers. For KME, 10-fold leave-ten-
speaker-out CV was conducted similar to EMO. For all other
cases, 4 sessions spoken by 8 speakers in IEM were used for
training possibly with CR and one session from 2 speakers were
utilized as a validation set, while the whole target corpus was
used as the test set except FSLT, in which 10 utterances were
excluded from the test set to be used as the support set.

B. Acoustic Features and Model Configuration

We used 1582 dimensional acoustic feature set IS10 [43]
which was used in the INTERSPEECH Paralinguistic Challenge
2010 as x, which is extracted using the openSMILE toolkit [44].
We conducted z-normalization on this feature with the training
set, which included the target corpus for domain adaptation in
the DANN and FLUDA.

The emotion classifier used for within-corpus, out-of-corpus,
and DANN comprised three fully connected (FC) layers with
512, 512, and 4 units, where the activation function for the last
layer was softmax. The auxiliary module H used in FLUDA
and DANN was composed of three FC layers with 512, 512,
and 1 units, in which the last layer had the sigmoid activation
function. The embedding moduleF shared in all of the compared
methods consisted of two FC layers of 1024 units with batch
normalization (BN) after each layer. As for the metric module
G working as an emotion classifier in FLUDA, FSLT and pFSL,
we have tested two different structures. The first version which
showed better performance for FSLT and pFSL had a separate
FC layer for each class which took (fi, fj) ∈ R2048 with the shot
average for the i-th class fi and the feature for the j-th query
fj as the input and produced a 128-dimensional output vector,
followed by BN. The four output vectors were concatenated and
fed into two FC layers of 512 and 4 units, in which the last layer
had the softmax activation function. The other version of the
metric module which exhibited higher performance for FLUDA
did not have a class-separate layer but have only class-integrated
layers. This module took (f1, f2, f3, f4, fj) ∈ R5120 as the input
and processed it with two FC layers with 512 and 4 units, where
the softmax activation function was used for the last layer. The
activation functions for all other layers were ReLU. The dropout
rate was 0.5, and the λ for the domain adversarial training
was empirically determined to 0.25. The performance shown
in the table utilized the metric module with higher performance
for each method. We used Keras [45] to train the models and
used Adam optimizer [46] with a learning rate of 0.0002. The
unweighted accuracy (UA) was used as a performance measure
and a stopping criterion, which is the average of the accuracies
for individual classes and thus does not suffer from the imbalance
of the classes in the test data [25], [26], [47]. The stopping
criteria were the UA on the validation set with an epoch for
within-corpus, out-of-corpus, and DANN or 500 episodes for
FSLT, pFSL, and FLUDA. An early stopping strategy with the
patience of 10 was employed.

For each fold of CV, we selected the model that showed
the best UA for the validation set within 5 random seed ini-
tializations. We set the minibatch size as 32 for within-corpus,
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TABLE II
UNWEIGHTED ACCURACY (%) FOR CROSS-CORPUS SER. +X INDICATES X WAS USED AS A SOURCE CORPUS IN ADDITION

TO IEM, AND TGC DENOTES TARGET CORPUS

out-of-corpus, and DANN. For FSL schemes, we set the number
of examples K and the query size n as 10 and 80. For DANN
and FLUDA, the minibatch size of the unlabeled target set m
was configured by considering the ratio of the number of the
source and target corpus samples, ranging from 2 to 144.

IV. RESULTS

Table II summarizes the UAs for the within-corpus SER,
out-of-corpus SER, and cross-corpus SER with and without
additional training corpus. Except the within-corpus SER, the
utilization of the additional source corpus CREMA-D which is
a text-independent corpus with 91 speakers improved the per-
formance of the SER as in [24] and [25]. The best performance
for each target corpus is marked as bold faces.

The results for within-corpus and out-of-corpus SER pro-
vide the upper and lower bounds for the performance of the
cross-corpus SER, while giving some insights on the nature of
each corpus. The text-limited corpora, EMO and KME, showed
much higher accuracy in the within-corpus SER than the MSP
composed of spontaneous speech, but demonstrated significant
deterioration in the out-of-corpus SER where the training data
were with a different language.

The performances for FSLT and pFSL are also shown in
the table. The FSLT utilizing few labeled target samples only
improved the UA for EMO, while resulting in similar perfor-
mance with the out-of-corpus SER for MSP and KME. It seems
that few target samples did not provide enough information on
the target DB for the corpora with more diverse sentences. On
the other hand, the pFSL which utilizes many source domain
samples as the support sets without the domain adaptation
showed the performance improvement for MSP compared with
the out-of-corpus SER, but did not improve the UAs for the
target corpora with different languages. We may conclude that
the “learning-to-compare” method of the proposed structure
provided generalization capability for similar domains, but did
not completely resolve the issue for very different corpora. The
performance of the pFSL for MSP was higher than that of the
FSLT, implying that the averaging for multiple support sets was
effective.

The proposed method that combines pFSL and the domain
adversarial training, FLUDA, outperformed all other methods
significantly for all target corpora. We can also see that the
utilization of the additional corpus in training was effective for
FLUDA.

The DANN without FSL was also implemented to investigate
the effect of DANN and FSL on the performance improvement
of FLUDA. The DANN similar to that in [22] but designed to
classify categorical emotions instead of estimating emotional

attributes was compared in Table II. DANN showed superior
performance to the FSLT and pFSL on average, and FLUDA
demonstrated even better performance, proving that the few-
shot learning strategy is worth investigating especially for cross-
lingual scenarios as in the case of EMO.

There have been several papers on the cross-corpus SER,
but some of them are not suitable to compare with because of
different configurations for the databases and utilization of the
target domain data for validation. Among the approaches that
do not use the labeled target domain samples in the training and
validation, [47], [26] and [25] are compared in Table II. [47] did
not design the model specifically for the cross-corpus SER, but
utilized both the acoustic features and text features obtained from
the automatic speech recognizer to achieve better generalization,
resulting in 40.1% of the UA for the MSP when trained with IEM.
[26] proposed to utilize the unlabeled target domain samples for
AE training while the emotion classifier and the arousal and
valence classifier were trained with the source corpus. When the
source corpus was IEM, the UA for the MSP was 43.0%. [26]
also reported the result utilizing a huge non-emotional speech
corpus of 207 hours additionally, which resulted in 45.76% of
UA, but it is not easy to compare with our result using CR
which is much smaller but with emotional labels. With IEM
only, FLUDA showed better performance than [47] and [26].
[25] tried to obtain more generalized feature representation by
employing sub-tasks such as gender and naturalness classifiers.
It also exploited three additional emotional speech corpora,
AIBO, ENTERFACE, and LDC (denoted as +AL in Table II)
for training and validation, resulting in 42.5% of UA for EMO.
FLUDA with a different emotional speech corpus, CR, exhibited
much better performance than [25].

V. CONCLUSION

In this letter, we have introduced a new cross-corpus SER
approach, FLUDA, which integrates the few-shot learning and
the unsupervised domain adaptation. Instead of novel classes, the
same four emotional classes in the target corpus are regarded as
the target classes in the few-shot learning, in which the metric
module learns to compare the features from the query with those
from the support set for four classes in randomized order. To
overcome the lack of enough number of labeled target domain
samples, we have incorporated the domain adversarial training
so that the features for the support set from the source corpus
can be compared with those for the query from the target corpus.
We have also utilized additional corpus to enrich the training
set so that better generalization may be achieved. Experimental
results confirmed that the proposed FLUDA could improve the
performance of the cross-corpus SER.
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